This study treats the probabilistic safety stock n-items inventory system having varying holding cost and zero lead-time subject to linear constraint. Approach: The expected total cost is composed of three components: the average purchase cost; the expected order cost and the expected holding cost. Results: The policy variables for this model are the number of periods * r N and the optimal maximum inventory level * mr Q and the minimum expected total cost. Conclusion/Recommendations: We can obtain the optimal values of these policy variables by using the geometric programming approach. A special case is deduced and an illustrative numerical example is added.
INTRODUCTION
In many situations demand is probabilistic since it is a random variable having a known probability distribution. All researchers have studied unconstrained probabilistic inventory models assuming the holding cost to be constant. Hadley and Within (1963) and Taha (1997) and Ben-Daya (1999) have examined unconstrained probabilistic inventory problems. Fabrycky and Banks (1967) studied the probabilistic single-item, single source inventory system with zero lead-time, using the classical optimization. Also Hariri and Abou-El-Ata (1995; 1997) and Kotb (1998) investigated the constrained deterministic inventory models using a geometric programming approach. Recently, Abou-El-Ata (2002) and Fergany (2005) introduced the probabilistic multiitem inventory system with zero lead time under constraints and varying order cost, using geometric programming approach.
The aim of this study is to investigate the probabilistic safety stock multi-item, single source inventory model with zero lead-time and varying holding cost. The developed models are the probabilistic safety stock multi-item, single source inventory model with zero lead-time and varying holding cost under the expected order cost constraint and the probabilistic safety stock multi-item, single source inventory model with zero lead-time and varying holding cost under the expected varying holding cost constraint. The optimal numbers of periods * r N , the optimal maximum inventory levels Q and the minimum expected total cost are obtained. Also a special case is deduced and an illustrative numerical example is added.
Model development:
The following notations are adopted for developing our model: where, x ur and x lr are the maximum value and minimum value of the demand x r , respectively D r = The annual demand rate of the r th item per period E(D r ) = The expected annual demand D r Q mr = The maximum inventory level of the r th item N r = The number of period, cycle, of the r th item (a decision variable) and a review of the stock level of the r th item is made every N r period K o = The limitation on the expected order cost K h = The limitation on the expected varying holding cost E(PC) = The expected annual purchase cost E(HC) = The expected annual holding cost E(OC) = The expected annual ordering cost E(TC) = The expected total cost function The model analysis: consider an inventory process in which a review of the stock level is made every N r periods, r = 1, 2,…,n. An amount is ordered so that the stock level is returned to its initial position designated by: Q mr , r = 1, 2,…,n. To avoid shortage during N r periods we must maintain a safety stock absorbing demand fluctuations. Also, this is done maintaining the quantity Q mr = x ur for any cycle N r . Hence the resulting safety stock, E(D r )a, meet the exceed demands cycle N r . The system is represented graphically in Fig. 1 .
The expected annual total cost is composed of three components: the expected purchase cost, the expected varying holding cost and the expected order cost, i.e.:
where the expected annual purchase cost is given by: 
The Optimization of the decision variables N r and Q mr can be performed if we assume that the maximum demand during the cycle, x ur , is related to the expected demand during the cycle as:
where, g(N r ) is a relational function, so we get:
consider the case when g(N r ) is given by: 
where, E(D r )a is the safety stock required to absorb demand fluctuations during the inventory cycle N r . The expected total cost is then given by:
Our objective is to determine the optimal number of periods * r N that minimize the expected total cost for the following two models: Solving the above equations, we get:
Substituting from Eq.6 into Eq.5, the dual function is given in the form:
Taking the logarithm of both sides of Eq. 7: 
To find the optimal value of W 3r which minimize g(W 3r ), take the first derivative of ln g(W 3r ) with respect to W 3r and put it equal to zero, as follows: 
Simplifying Eq. 8, we obtain: 
Where:
( )
Which means that there exist a root W 3r ∈(0, 1). Any method such as the trial and error method could be used to calculate this root. However we shall first verify that * 3r W calculated from Eq. 9 maximize g (W 3r ). This is done by showing that the second derivative is always negative: Solving these equations, the optimal number of periods per cycle is given by: 
Substituting the value of * r N in Eq.3 after adding the constant terms, we get: 
Model ( Applying the geometric programming techniques to Eq.13 and 14, the enlarged predual function can be given by: 
Taking the logarithm of both sides of Eq.17: 
Which means that there exist a root W 3r ∈(0, 1). Any method such as the trial and error method could be used to calculate this root. However we shall first verify that * 3r W calculated from Eq. 19 maximize g (W 3r ). This is done by showing that the second derivative is always negative: To find the optimal number of periods * r N , use the following relations due to Duffin and Peterson (1974) 
Hence the optimal maximum inventory level is given by:
or 3r * mr r r hr r 3r 
Special case: We deduce a special case of our models as follows.
For Also, Eq. 11 and 21 become:
Also, Eq. 12 and 22 become:
This is a probabilistic single-item inventory model without any restriction and constant costs, which agree with the model of maintaining stock to absorb demand fluctions (Fabrycky and Banks, 1967) An illustrative example: Consider the inventory parameters given in Table 1 , we will find the optimal inventory doctrine by determining the minimum expected total cost when:
• The system is probabilistic periodic review multiitem inventory system under the expected order limitation K o = 200 • The system is probabilistic periodic review multiitem inventory system under the expected varying holding cost limitation K h = 100
Also assume that a = 5 and 0.1≤β≤1. Using the results of our models, the optimal expected number of periods per cycle, the optimal maximum inventory level and the minimum expected total cost min E(TC) can be summarized in the following Table 2 and 3. The solution of the problem may be determined more readily by plotting min E(TC) against β and * r N against β for the two inventory models in the following Fig. 2 -5. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The aim of this study is to investigate the periodic review probabilistic multi-item inventory system with zero lead time when the holding cost is a varying function of the inventory cycle. The geometric programming approach is used to determine the optimal inventory cycle and the optimal maximum inventory level which minimize the expected total cost under the expected order cost constraint and under the expected holding cost constraint.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The basic results of this chapter are. The minimum annual expected total cost under the expected order cost constraint is given by:
